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«CLIMATE CATASTROPHE« - THE GIANT SWINDLE*

Summary

Energy is the life-blood of civilization. More than 80 % of global energy is supplied by
fossil fuels. And this will continue for the foreseeable future - if an implementation of the
Kyoto Protocol does not lead to a dramatic decrease of these fuels causing worldwide turmoil of
unprecedented dimensions.

However, the scaremongering with a "climate catastrophe" allegedly caused by "green-
house gas" emissions from the burning of fossil fuels is a huge hoax. Its only "scientific" base
is the IPCC management's enigmatic assessment: "The balance of evidence suggests a dis-
cernable human influence on climate". But even IPCC had to admit at the World Energy
Conference in Tokyo in 1996: "We have no evidence". And all the scaremongering asser-
tions of the protagonists of "global warming" have been convincingly refuted by the world
elite of scientists.

This paper will:
- show how the whole anti-CO2 campaign has been manipulated from the very begin-

ning till today;
- give great many scientific and logical reasons why the arguments of the scaremongers

are incorrect;
- outline the catastrophic economic and social consequences of the proposed anti-CO,

measures - without any benefit for the environment of climate;
- name the driving forces behind this campaign and their interests.

The witchhunt against CO2 is an incredible scientific and political scandal, CO2 does
not damage the environment at all, and labelling it a "climate killer" is absurd. On the
contrary, this gas is vital for the life on our planet, and a stronger concentration of CO2 will
be beneficial by doubling plant growth and with this combatting global famine. And to
pretend that we could influence - with a CO2 tax! - the climate, is insane arrogance. Man
is absolutely helpless when confronted with the forces of nature.

The squandering of multimillions USD of taxpayer's money for the travelling circus of
"Climate summits" and the stultification of the population must stop. The "global warm-
ing" lie is the biggest manipulation of public opinion in our time!

*The views expressed are those of the author.
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«KLIMATSKA KATASTROFA* -VELIKA PRIJEVARA*

Sažetak

Energija je ono što civilizaciji daje život. Više od 80 posto globalne energije dobiva se iz
fosilnih goriva. Tako će biti i u predvidljivoj budućnosti - ukoliko provođenje Kyoto protokola
ne dovede do značajnog smanjenja ovih goriva, što bi potaklo preokret nezamislivih dimenzija
na svjetskoj razini.

Međutim, zastrašivanje »klimatskom katastrofom« navodno uzrokovanom emisijom
stakleničkih plinova od izgaranja fosilnih goriva predstavlja veliku obmanu. Njeno jedino
»znanstveno« uporište je enigmatska ocjena IPCC-a: »Bilanca dokaza pretpostavlja značajno
ljudsko djelovanje na klimu». Ali čak je i IPCC na Svjetskoj konferenciji o energiji u Tokiju
1996. godine morao priznati: »Nemarno nikakvih dokaza.« Sve zastrašujuće izjave protagonista
»globalnog zagrijavanja« uvjerljivo je pobila svjetska znanstvena elita.

Ovaj referat:
- pokazuje kako se cjelokupnom kampanjom protiv CO., manipulira od samog početka

pa sve do danas;
- pokazuje da je vrlo mnogo znanstvenih i logičnih razloga zašto su argumenti zastrašivača

netočni;
- predočuje katastrofalne ekonomske i društvene posljedice predloženih mjera protiv

CO2 bez ikakvog doprinosa za okoliš ili klimu;
- imenuje pokretačku snagu i interese koji stoje iza kampanje.

»Lov na vještice« usmjeren protiv CO2 predstavlja strašan znanstveni i politički skandal.
CO, ne onečišćuje okoliš te je apsurdno nazivati ga »uništivačem klime». Naprotiv, ovaj je
plin neobično važan za život na našoj planeti, i jača koncentracija CO 2 može doprinijeti
udvostručavanju rasta biljaka te tako i borbi s globalnom gladi. A praviti se da možemo
djelovati - i to porezom na C O 2 ! - na klimu prava je arogancija. Čovjek je potpuno bespomoćan
kada se nađe suočen sa silama prirode.

Bezumno trošenje milijuna i milijuna dolara poreznih obveznika na putujući cirkus pod
nazivom »Klimatske konferencije« i zatupljivanje ljudi mora prestati. Laž o »globalnom
zagrijavanju« je najveća manipulacija javnog mišljenja našeg doba!

'Izraženi stavovi potječu isključivo od autora ovog rada
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INTRODUCTION

Kyoto. For the protagonists of »global warming» it was supposed to be a milestone on
the road to a massive reduction of C02 emissions. In reality, half the world declared not to
be interested and not to be involved. And the other half was haggling over reduction quotas.
The EU delegation which, before the conference, had pledged themselves to defend their
reduction target - 12% - to the bitter end, patted each other on the shoulder, after the
conference, happy to achieve - 8%. And within the EU more haggling started because the
advocates of the main high reduction rates in the world all of a sudden wanted low reduc-
tion rates for their own countries because they realised the impact on their economies.
And how was it possible that delegations which called CO, a «climate killer« accorded to
several nations much higher emisions: +10% to Iceland, + 8 % to Australia aso.? No, Kyoto
was not a serious scientific conference but a fun-fair!

This is not astonishing because the whole history of the »global warming» campaign is an
accumulation of exaggerations, manipulations and straightforward lies. You will have noticed
that the term »global warming« with which the world has been bombarded for many years, has
disappeared miraculously and has been replaced by »climate change«. And the recent natural
disasters like droughts in Australia and floods in China are suddenly attributed to «E1 Nino« and
»La Nina« and no longer to »greenhouse gases«!

THE HISTORY OF A CONSPIRACY

The witch-hunt against C02, which the Dutch Professor Dr. Frits BOTTCHER, Presi-
dent of the GLOBAL INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF NATURAL RESOURCES, called a
»conspirancy involving a few hundred scientists and politicians«, began about 10 years ago.
Then several researchers in the US wanted to have new very large computers and staged for
their financing a »scare them (i.e. the potential sponsers) to death« -campaign by issuing
exaggerated predictions concerning the future climate. These exaggerations were jokingly
admitted afterwards. Now, forecasts of doom always sell well. The media took up the
subject, the public got alarmed, and the politicians saw a new promising field of activity.

The authors of the campaign gladly ascertained the impact of their action and thought some
more horror scenarios up. They founded an organisation, gave it the pompous name INTER-
GOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE (IPCC) and presented themselves vis-a-
vis the UN, governments and the media as t h e experts on climatology. Since their recommen-
dations were compatible with the political wishes and the image of »environmental protection-
ists«, all IPCC declarations were uncritically accepted at face value. When IPCC's prophecies
about »warming« reached about 8°C (which would indeed be a disaster), the result was the Rio
»Environment Summit« and the »Climate Convention« with declarations of intention by many
governments to reduce CO, emissions in their countries. The authors of »global warming« have
so far frequently succeeded because they talked people into the belief that protection of the
climate corresponds to the protection of the environment. The latter is, of course, necessary and
useful, the former however impossible and nonsensical.

Now, every participant at the Rio Conference discovered that this spectacle, costing
millions of USD of tax payer's money, was only an ego-boost for politicians. One hundred
and fifty heads of governments, including Mr. Fidel Castro, took the stage for 10 minutes
each and read how they would save our planet. It was symptomatic that the then European
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Commissioner of the Environment declined to fly to Rio because «he did not just want to
promenade on the Copacapana«. Since Rio the global environmental debate is dominated by
the alleged »CO, danger».

On the other hand, in a much more important sector of the Conference, the rescue of
the tropical rain forest (the «green lung« of our world), nothing at all has been done since
1992. In 1996 alone, 17 million hectares of tropical trees have been felled. And in the last
hunderd years, half of our planet's total forest stocks have been destroyed.

STRONG PROTESTS BY THE WORLD'S SCIENTIFIC ELITE

When governments adopted the IPCC claim that its thesis represented a »scientific
consensus«, they have to be reproached for doing this, in spite of knowing that the "consen-
sus« happened to be a lie. Even during the Rio Conference, 425 eminent scientists from all
over the world, including 62 Nobel Prize winners, «forewarned the authorities in charge of
our planet's destiny against decisions supported by pseudo-scientific arguments or incorrect
and irrelevant data (»Heidelberg Appeal«). Within IPCC, its serious members disassociated
themselves from the hysteria-mongering of their management. (This disassociation was hushed
up, but had to be admitted later.)

In 1995 more than a hundred researchers of high repute protested strongly against the
»irresponsible manipulation of public opinion (»Leipzig Declaration«). In 1996, the highest
global authority in energy matters, the WORLD ENERGY COUNCIL (WEC), grouping all
energy industries from more than 100 countries, warned the governments of the world to
follow the IPCC recommendations. WEC labelled these as »based on shaky evidence, detri-
mental to economic growth, deficient and of little value to policy-makers, unrealistic and
influenced by academics seeking to attract funding for their work«. This clear condemna-
tion of an organisation pampered by governments was a unique act at this international level
and demonstrated WEC's irritation with the unfounded scare-mongering. Professor Dr.
Robert E. STEVENSON, Secretary General of the International Association Physical Sci-
ences Oceans, in a paper on the »Non-Science of Global Warming« declared: »After the
non-scientific Rio Summit in 1992 I observed »scientists« associated with the IPCC; WMO,
and UNEP, practice dishonest and, therefore, dishonorable science«.

All these warnings should really have opened the eyes of the world as to what kind of
charlatans they are dealing with. However, politicians like the German Ex-Minister for
Environment Frau MERKEL pretended to be blind and deaf and continued to unperturbedly
spin out the »climatic disaster« tale. Fortunately, since the German elections in September
of this year, she is out.

IPCC THEORY ALSO INCONSISTENT WITH LOGIC

All the horror scenarios of the IPCC management have now been refuted by sound
scientific evidence. The IPCC »evidence« is based on computer calculations of their own,
the results of which naturally depend on the input. This input was incomplete from the
outset since there was (and still is) no definite information concerning the effect of major
climate factors such as clouds, winds and oceans. At a later stage the input was manipulated
in order to «prove» the desired warming. However, precise satellite data show no warming
at all.
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The IPCC theory is also in contradiction to natural scientific laws, logic, and pure
common sense:

- CO2 is not a pollutant but vital. Without CO, our planet's mean temperature would
be - 20°C and there would be no life on earth. The breath of every human and animal
produces CO2 and so population growth alone - 2 billion people more in the next 10 years -
will add to CO2 increase. Are we poisoning ourselves by breathing? And are we poisoning
ourselves by drinking beer, soft drinks, champagne aso. which all contain carbon acid
(H2CO3=H2O+ CO,)? CO2 is not only vital, rather more CO, is beneficial: It stimulates
plant growth and increases harvests up to 40% and thus helps combat hunger in the world.

- CO2 reduction could logically only be accomplished in respect of man-made emissions.
However, this anthropogenic CO2 is only a tiny 4% of all CO2 present in the atmosphere. This
means: should we succeed - with a gigantic effort, at a cost of thousands of billions of dollars and
unpredictable consequences for our economies and jobs - in lowering this 4% by say 25%, the
final result would be a 3% human share of total CO2. And this is supposed to influence the
climate and prevent a climate disaster?

- Predictions of what will happen with our climate in 100 years are ridiculous; we cannot
even predict the weather of the next week with certainty.

- In the history of our planet there have always been disasters and deluges. They are not
more frequent today - we just get to hear about all of them by better communications.
However, massive burning of fossil fuels, which is being attacked as the root of all evil,
started only with the industrial revolution, that is 150 years ago! And what caused the
disasters before?

- Even IPCC declares that «global warming« can only be combatted globally. A national
or regional go-alone with CO2-restrictions would therefore be absolutely useless if a major
CO2 «producer» such as China declines to sign the Climate Convention.

- More than 80% of the world's energy needs are covered by fossil fuels today and will
continue to be covered in the foreseeable future. A growth in the nuclear proportion is not
expected in view of resistance by the population. With all efforts and state aids, the future
percentage of renewable energies is predicted by all competent authorities to be very small
(about 3%). This means we shall continue to rely on fossil fuels if we wish to retain the
standard of our civilisation and to improve that of the developing countries.

- If the alleged warming of the atmosphere should come, it would have a very welcome
side-effect: energy saving for heat production and preservation of our energy resources.

- The core of all anti-CO2 measures is to be a massive CO2 tax. Under the pressure of
especially the German government, the European Commission last year proposed tax rates
for all fuel (with the exception of nuclear and renewables) which would pratically have led
to a doubling of energy prices. With a mean tax rate about USD 50/ton and an annual
consumption of fossil fuels in the Community of about 1.2 billion tons, this would have
meant an additional tax burden for the EU population of more than 60 billion USD per
year!!! (The result would be similar in the US.) This proposal was declined by the UK,
Spain, Portugal and Greece. The EU population has never been informed of the conse-
quences of this anti-CO, measure the revenue from which, admittedly, was also to be used
for other purposes than «the protection of the climate». Otherwise, the people would
certainly have got rid of the politicians responsible for this economic lunacy.

- According to the most recent IPPC forecast (dated autumn 1996), a global warming
of about 2°C compared to today is to be expected in the next 100 years. As a practical
example of the effect of such warming, Britons would then have a mild Mediterranean
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climate and Scandinavians today's British climate. Is this a «climatic disaster* ? The »af-
fected« populations would rejoice! We had about 2°C e.g. in Roman times and at that time
the present deserts of North Africa were the granary of the Roman empire.

Even in hot countries more CO, will be only beneficial since CO, does not cause
desertification but rather humid heat, more clouds and more precipitation (tropical rain
forest).

- Environmental protection is, of course, a very laudable aim - »protection of the climate«,
however, is nonsense. To claim to be able to influence our climate, is foolish arrogance. Man can
do absolutely nothing against the forces of nature (earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods, hur-
ricanes aso., and likewise the climate). It took an earthquake of only a few seconds to destroy the
world's most modern city, Kobe in Japan. And a heavy snowfall of a few hours can paralyse a
metropolis like New York. We do not even manage to stop annual flooding.

IPCC; CHIEF WITNESS AGAINST THEMSELVES

But IPCC have compromised themselves in their latest declaration even more: they
reduced - largely unnoticed by the media - their predicted «heating-up» of the atmosphere
to about 2°C. However, this is the final declaration of bankruptcy of these charlatans who,
only 15 years ago, wanted to attract attention by predicting «a new Ice Age». About 2°C
more than today is regarded in climatology a «climatic optimum«, i.e. an ideal climate!

According to the most recent research results of serious scientists, the world - unfortu-
nately - cannot expect a warming but rather a slight cooling of our climate. Climatic
changes have - probably - to do with fluctuations of sunspot activities, in any case not with
CO,.

WHO IS BEHIND THE ANTI-CO2-CAMPAIGN?

With all this evidence it is incomprehensible that some people still dare to demand
drastic anti-CO, measures. But behind this targeted brainwashing campaign there are vested
interests : multibillion USD revenues from taxes, competition from the nuclear industry,
scientists craving for publicity and funds, politicians obsessed with enhancing their image as
»environmental protectionists«, and the attempt by fringe groups with Utopian aims to
obtain political influence.

The outcry by the scientific community against IPCC's theories would have been even
louder if the majority of researchers did not work in state or government co-financed
institutes. Who could blame them for not wishing to put their own careers or their families'
very existence at risk by opposing a politically prescribed «CO2 danger«? Instead of politics
being based on sound scientific evidence, here «science» is a handy-man for politics.
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DRAMATIC ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES

Before and after Kyoto the world's industry warned governments not to introduce CO2

reduction measures because they would throw the world economy into turmoil. A multi-
tude of studies underline these dramatic consequences. One of the latest is a comprehensive
analysis by the respected US market research company DRI which also examines the role of
emission trading and other flexible mechanisms as a means of US compliance.

The DRI-study shows the following impacts on the US economy:
- The loss of 1.3 m. to 1.7 m. jobs by 2005.
- Economic output, as measured by gross domestic product (GDP) would fall 1.1% to

1.6% on average during the 2008-2012 period. Annual GDP losses in 2008 would be USD
112-178 billion. Cumulative GDP losses from 2000 to 2012 would be USD 1.1 to USD 1.5
trillion.

- Consumer energy prices would rise by 24% to 36% and producer energy prices would
increase by 49% to 77%.

- Real household income would fall by USD 1021 to USD$ 1403 per family annually.
- Household energy expenditures would increase USD 1012 to USD 1573 per family

each year.

«BALANCE OF EVIDENCE«?

IPCC chairman Prof. Bert BOLIN (who is much contested even in his home-country
Sweden and has now retired) was obliged to admit at the WEC Conference in Tokyo in
1996 to the very astonished audience not to have any scientific proof for their theories -
after more than 5 years of scare-mongering! BOLIN added the scientifically remarkable
phrase: «But IPCC continues to believe in global warming.«

In a face-saving attempt, IPCC declared a few weeks later: «The balance of evidence
suggests a discernible human influence on climate». However, this statement again contains
two lies: firstly, according to Mr. BOLIN, there is no evidence at all, and therefore there
cannot be a «balance» of it. And secondly, there exists not only no «discernible» human
influence but no human influence at all.

18,000 US SCIENTISTS OPPOSE KYOTO

More than 18,000 scientists have now signed a petition by the SCIENCE AND ENVI-
RONMENT POLICY PROJECT (SEPP) to the US government criticizing the Kyoto climate
agreement and the panic-mongering regarding a «climatic disasters

Professor Frederick SEITZ, former president of the (US) NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
SCIENCES (NAS) explained in a cover letter that the Kyoto agreement was, in their opin-
ion, based on flawed ideas. Research data on climate change do not show that the human
use of hydrocarbons is harmful. The silent majority of the scientific community has at last
spoken out against the hype emanating from politicians and much of the media about a
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«warming catastrophe». The petition reflects the frustration and disgust felt by working
scientists, few of whom have been previously involved in the ongoing climate debate, about
the misuse of science to promote a political agenda.

The full text of the petition says: «We urge the United States government to reject the
»global warming» agreement that was written in Kyoto, Japan, in December 1997, and any
other similar proposals. The proposed limits on »greenhouse gases« would harm the envi-
ronment, hinder the advance of science and technology, and damage the health and welfare
of mankind.

There is no convincing scientific evidence that human release of CO„ methane, or
other »greenhouse gases« is causing or will, in the foreseeable future, cause a catastrophic
heating of the earth's atmosphere and disruption of the earth's climate. Moreover, there is
substantial scientific evidence that increases in atmospheric CO2 produce many beneficial
effects upon the natural plant and animal environment of the earth.

Another recent pertinent statement: Prof. Dr. Patrick J. MICHAELS of the University of
Virginia and State climatologist of the US State of Virginia, calls the Kyoto Protocol a »useless
appendix of an irrelevant treaty«.

The alleged »climatic disaster« has pratically lost all interest today, with the exception
of course, of the IPCC management which was recently labelled in the British press as «a
travel agency which makes a good living from its scare-mongering«. The world population
has noted no climate change at all, and given - 40°C in some regions in the last two winters,
a warming would have been very welcome. Millions of people continue to flock every year
to the south for sun and warmth, and hope for temperatures far higher than 2°C. For all of
them only a cool, rainy summer would be a »climatic disaster«.

The lunacy of this whole affair is scarcely conceivable. Multimillions of USD of tax-
payer's money have been squandered on useless meetings and multibillions of taxpayer's
money should be spent in order to prevent our world eventually getting an ideal climate!
This indeed is an absolute perversion of reason. The world has other problems than to be
bothered with the climate swindle.
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